
MADISON PUBLIC LIBRARY PROPOSAL: 
2021: Put all discs of a newly ordered (2021 POs) TV show season together in one 
case. 1 case=1 full season 
 
Potential positives for customers: 
 

- Easier for customers – no ordering various discs. No suspending 2nd, 3rd discs 
so they arrive in order 

 
- Matches current TV show behavior- binge whole season quickly 

 
- Currently customers at fine-free libraries may hang onto 2nd, 3rd discs as they 

wait for 1st disc to come since there is no penalty to do so. Currently this slows 
down movement through the system. Having all circulate together would 
remedy this. 

 
- Makes customers more aware of what we are getting: fewer ‘suggestions’ for 

things we already have ‘on order’. No need to suppress in LINKcat 
seasons/shows that are ‘on order’ in the catalog 

 
- Purchasers can react to customer interest- holds will build on 'on order' stuff- 

we will see demand sooner, can react with purchasing more if needed 
 
Potential positives for library staff/budget: 
 

- Faster to catalog entire season in one container 
 

- Cheaper to use one case for entire set. Often sets come in ready-to-circ 
containers of 2-3 discs, which we currently move into single cases we pay for 

 
- If we ever intend to do this, with pandemic, circ is all out-of-whack anyway. It 

is the moment to accept lower circulation (one case=1circ instead of multiple 
discs=multiple circs) 

 
- Affiliate libraries can enter them as BSE when they order them, so they will be 

in LINKcat faster 
 

- Libraries can fit more shows on the shelf, as one case with multiple discs 
inside takes up less shelf space than 2 or 3 single discs 



- Publicity at start of year is easier to explain, is easier for statistics/reflecting on 
use pattern changes 

 
Concerns/Downsides for customers and staff: 
 

- Older shows will be different. Customers may be confused about the need to 
order multiple items (discs 1,2,3 separately) for older shows 

 
- Circulation statistics will be lower for TV 

 
- If customer returns a set without a disc, the whole set stops circulating until 

resolved 
 

- Set labeling variations. Example: a 5 disc set covering 2 seasons, discs labeled 
1-5. Not a common occurrence, however it will need to be accounted for 
when revising linking instructions. 

 


